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Release 1.1 Notes
BUG FIX
1

Clusterizer 1.1 & DockAccessor 1.1

2

Clusterizer 1.1

Decimal division as point is automatically set to
prevent errors when comma is configured as
decimal separator
Compatibility extended to UCSF DOCK6.8
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1. Methodology Overview
Clusterizer:
Performs a complete cluster analysis and extrapolates best docked (BD), best cluster (BC) and
best fit (BF) poses by using three different RMSD metrics (the standard heavy-atom RMSD (s),
the Hungarian symmetry-corrected heavy-atom RMSD (h) and the minimum-distance heavyatom RMSD (m)). Clusterizer releases results with a standard output readable by DockAccessor.
DockAccessor:
Reads the Clusterizer’s results and calculates the docking accuracy.
Clusterizer can be used:

1. In association with DockAccessor when a docking assessment analysis is pursued,
quantifying the predictive capability of a docking protocol, thus helping in detect the
most reliable one. Different docking assessment procedures can be applied by the user,
some of them are reported in Table 1;

Table 1. Common docking assessment strategies performable with ClusterizerDockAccessor
Simple Docking
Simple Comparative
Comparative Docking
Assessment
Docking Assessment
Assessment
Test a single docking
Test a single docking
Test different docking
program with a fixed
program with different
programs
setting
settings

2. Alone to extract BD, BC poses of novel/untested compounds using a selected docking
protocol (e.g. when binding mode analyses, virtual screening, 3D QSAR model
development are planned).

So far Clusterizer and DockAccessor have been developed and implemented for use with:
AutoDock4,1 AutoDock4(Zn),2 AutoDock Vina,3 DOCK6,4 MpSDockZn,5 PLANTS,6 and
Surflex-Dock.7
Note: for a comprehensive background theory and methodology procedure refer to DOI:
10.1021/acs.jcim.5b00603.
Note: along with this manual, a tutorial with sample data is provided.
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2. Getting Started
2.1 System Requirements
Clusterizer and DockAccessor are executable bash scripts for the Terminal in Linux. In addition
to a Linux operating system, the computer must be installed with Dock 6.7,4 the Open Babel
suite8 (actually the version 2.4.1 was used) and the preferred docking programs from the list*
reported in Table 2.
When using Clusterizer on AutoDock41
and AutoDock4(Zn)2
results
the
write_conformation_from_dlg.py file (a utility script comprised in AutoDockTools, see here
for more info http://autodock.scripps.edu/faqs-help/how-to/how-to-setup-adt-scripts) must be
already in your binary folder (i.e. /usr/local/bin), as for the vina_split program (see
http://vina.scripps.edu/manual.html) when analyzing results from AutoDock Vina3.
Table 2. Docking programs to be used.*
Docking Program
AutoDock41
AutoDock4(Zn)2
AutoDock Vina3
DOCK64
MpSDockZn5
PLANTS6
Surflex-Dock7

Version
v4.2 Release 4.2.6
v1.1.2
v6.7 Released February 2015 or
v6.8 Released April 2017
v1.2
v2.745

*

Older or newer docking program versions can be used till the relative log results files maintain the same layout as
those released by the docking program versions specified in Table 2.

Firstly, it is necessary to set an environment variable called “DOCKPATH” specifying the path
in which DOCK6 is installed. This can either be done by typing the below line into each new
terminal window:
export DOCKPATH=<dock6 path>
or by adding this to the file /etc/profile, if you have administrative privileges, and then reload the
updated profile:
source /etc/profile
EXAMPLE 1
If DOCK6 is installed in /SOFTWARE/dock6:
export DOCKPATH=/SOFTWARE/dock6

The environment is now properly set for installing Clusterizer and DockAccessor.
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2.2 Installing Clusterizer-DockAccessor
Clusterizer and DockAccessor can be downloaded as a tar.gz file from http://cmd.wustl.edu or
http://www.cheminf.com.
To decompress the tar.gz file:
tar xvzf Clusterizer-DockAccessor.1.1.tar.gz
6 Clusterizer and 1 DockAccessor executable files will be extracted:
Clusterizer.1.1.AutoDock.sh
Clusterizer.1.1.DOCK.sh
Clusterizer.1.1.MpSDockZn.sh
Clusterizer.1.1.PLANTS.sh
Clusterizer.1.1.Surflex-DOCK.sh
Clusterizer.1.1.VINA.sh
DockAccessor.sh
If you have administrative privileges, move the files to /usr/local/bin/ (or create symbolic links)
to allow them to be called from any directory in the Terminal; otherwise, keep the files in the
directory where they will be used, or specify the full path if they are stored in a different folder.

2.3 Required docking files
A comparison with the sample data is suggested for a direct visualization.
Key input and docking results files must be in the calculation folder.
Key input files:
When operating with docking results from experimental conformation re-docking, cross-docking
or novel/untested compound, the input key must be present in the docking calculation folder;
while in random conformation re-docking or cross-docking results, both the experimental pose
and the modelled one must be present in the docking calculation folder.
Docking results file:
One main issue when comparing different docking programs, is the release of results/log files
with a different layout. Since 6 different results files are released by each docking program, 6
different Clusterizer executable files are available (to give a standard output readable by
DockAccessor). Below are some guidelines to obtain a file of results, from each considered
docking protocol, readable by Clusterizer, where:
key name

 Filename of the ligand to dock (without the extension).

lock name

 Filename of the target protein (without the extension).

Note: a familiarity with the docking programs listed in Table 2 is required.
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AutoDock4 & AutoDock4(Zn)
AutoDock4 and AutoDock4(Zn) release a dlg file as docking log file (see AutoDock4 manual).
The dlg file should be named:
<key name>_<lock name>.dlg

AutoDock Vina
AutoDock Vina permits to save a an output models file and a log file (using the --out and --log
arguments respectively, see AutoDock Vina manual).
The output models file should be named:
<key name>_<lock name>.pdbqt

The log file should be named:
<key name>_<lock name>.log

DOCK6
With DOCK6 it is possible to write all the scored conformations in a mol2 file (using the
write_conformations option, see DOCK6 manual).
The mol2 file comprising the scored conformations should be named:
anchor_and_grow_conformers.mol2

MpSDockZn
MpSDockZn releases two output files (a mol2 and a list file) which should be named:
<key name>_<lock name>_result.mol2
<key name>_<lock name>_result.list

PLANTS
PLANTS releases a set of results files (dat, csv, log and mol2) which don’t need to be renamed.
Since PLANTS gives a number of structures (defined by the cluster_structures argument in the
config file, see PLANTS manual) showing an RMSD similarity greater than a threshold value (as
defined by the cluster_rmsd argument defined in the config file) it would be useful to repeat the
docking a certain number of times (due to the stochastic nature of PLANTS).
Since Clusterizer has been implemented to process single or multiple PLANTS runs:
all the results from each calculation should be saved in a sub-folder (which can be defined by the
output_dir argument in the config file, see PLANTS manual) named DOCKING_<n> where n is
the calculation number (i.e. if the docking calculation has been performed one time, all the
results should be saved in a sub-folder called DOCKING_1; if two times, the results from the
second run should be saved in DOCKING_2, etc.).
Surflex-DOCK
If the docked poses are saved as a multi-mol2 file, the user may first split that file in order to
obtain a mol2 file for each docked pose; the log file containing information on each docked
molecule must report the docked poses filenames as first column and the relative total scores as
second column: the partial scores released by Surflex-DOCK as crash, polar and self are not
considered. Be sure also to remove the file header and to rename the log file as:
<key name>_<lock name>.surflex-dock.summary.log
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3. Docking Assessment Analysis
To correctly perform a docking assessment analysis it is necessary to:
1. Organize the folders comprising the docking calculations with a certain scheme (as
specified in the next paragraph);
2. Reference key, modelled key and protein PDB files used to perform the docking
calculations may be in the ligand-protein directory with the docking calculation and log
files.
3. Run Clusterizer before DockAccessor.

3.1 Clusterizer in Re-Docking
Directories and subdirectories may respect the template depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. General re-docking folder organization. A main re-docking folder (RE-DOCKING)
contains a subdirectory for each docking program used (DOCKING PROGRAM). Within each
docking program directory an experimental conformation re-docking subdirectory (ECRD) and a
random conformation re-docking subdirectory (RCRD) must be placed. Within each
conformation directory should be a subdirectory for each complex (COMPLEX NAME)
comprising the docking calculations.
Note: the RE-DOCKING, DOCKING PROGRAM, ECRD, RCRD and COMPLEX NAME
folders can be named as preferred by the user.
Note: at least one complex directory (COMPLEX NAME) must be placed in ECRD or RCRD
To launch the Clusterizer program go to the corresponding DOCKING PROGRAM folder to be
analyzed, then enter in the ECRD or RCRD subdirectory and type:
Clusterizer.1.1.<DP>.sh <key name> <lock name> <ref name> <folder name> <RMSD metric>
Where:

DP

 The docking program to analyze

Works with AutoDock4 and
AutoDock4(Zn) calculations

Options:
AutoDock
DOCK
MpSDockZn
PLANTS
SURFLEX-DOCK
VINA
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key name

 Filename of the ligand to dock (without the extension).

lock name

 Filename of the target protein (without the extension).

Ref name

 Filename of the reference ligand (experimental pose, without the extension).

folder name

 Name of the COMPLEX NAME directory.

RMSD metric  HA_RMSD metric to use:
Options
s
h
m

Standard heavy-atom RMSD.
Hungarian symmetry-corrected heavy-atom RMSD.
Minimum-distance heavy-atom RMSD.

Note: when Clusterizer is launched with no/wrong number of options, a courtesy window will be
displayed showing the necessary options to submit with the command.
EXAMPLE 2 (compare with the sample data)
Analyze ECRD AutoDock4 docking results of 3MAX chain A using HA_RMSDh when:
the complete path is /RE-DOCKING/AUTODOCK4/ECRD;
the key name is 3MAX.A.key.min.pdbqt;
the lock name is 3MAX.A.lock.min.pdbqt;
the reference key name is 3MAX.A.key.min.pdbqt (in a ECRD the input key is the reference key);
the folder name is 3MAX.A.
cd /RE-DOCKING/AUTODOCK4/ECRD
Clusterizer.1.1.AutoDock.sh 3MAX.A.key.min 3MAX.A.lock.min 3MAX.A.key.min 3MAX.A h

EXAMPLE 3 (compare with the sample data)
Analyze RCRD AutoDock4 docking results of 3MAX chain A using HA_RMSDh when:
the complete path is /RE-DOCKING/AUTODOCK4/RCRD;
the key name is 3MAX.A.key.min.center.conf.pdbqt (suppose that a centering and a conformational analysis have
been performed to obtain the random (modelled) conformation to dock);
the lock name is 3MAX.A.lock.min.pdbqt;
the reference key name is 3MAX.A.key.min.pdbqt;
the folder name is 3MAX.A
cd /RE-DOCKING/AUTODOCK4/RCRD
Clusterizer.1.1.AutoDock.sh 3MAX.A.key.min.center.conf 3MAX.A.lock.min 3MAX.A.key.min 3MAX.A h
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3.2 Clusterizer in Cross-Docking
Similarly as the re-docking assessment, directories and subdirectories may respect a certain
template (Figure 2).

Figure 2. General cross-docking folder organization. A main cross-docking directory (CROSSDOCKING) contains a subdirectory for each docking program used (DOCKING PROGRAM).
Within each docking program directory an experimental conformation cross-docking
subdirectory (ECCD) and a random conformation cross-docking subdirectory (RCCD) must be
placed. Within each conformation directory should be a subdirectory for each ligand-protein
(key-lock) association: i.e. if three different complexes characterized by a same target protein
cocrystallized with three different ligands are available (3 PDBs), a cross-docking procedure is
performed by docking a certain ligand in all the different locks, but not the native one.

Note: The CROSS-DOCKING, DOCKING PROGRAM, ECCD, RCCD and KEYx_LOCKx
folders can be named as preferred by the user.

Similarly as the re-docking part, to launch the Clusterizer program go to the corresponding
DOCKING PROGRAM folder you want to analyze then enter in the ECCD or RCCD
subdirectory and type:

Clusterizer.1.1.<DP>.sh <key name> <lock name> <ref name> <folder name> <RMSD metric>

Note: see page 8 and 9 for options and arguments explanation.
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EXAMPLE 4 (compare with the sample data)
Analyze ECCD AutoDock4 docking results of 3SFH key (from the native 3SFH chain A lock) in 3SFF chain A
using HA_RMSDh when:
the complete path is /CROSS-DOCKING/AUTODOCK4/ECCD;
the key name is 3SFH.A.key.min.pdbqt;
the lock name is 3SFF.A.lock.min.pdbqt;
the reference key name is 3SFH.A.key.min.pdbqt (in a ECCD analysis the input key is the reference key);
the folder name is 3SFH.A_3SFF.A.
cd /CROSS-DOCKING/AUTODOCK4/ECCD
Clusterizer.1.1.AutoDock.sh 3SFH.A.key.min 3SFF.A.lock.min 3SFH.A.key.min 3SFH.A_3SFF.A h

EXAMPLE 5 (compare with the sample data)
Analyze RCCD AutoDock4 docking results of 3SFH key (from the native 3SFH chain A lock) in 3SFF chain A
using HA_RMSDh when:
the complete path is /CROSS-DOCKING/AUTODOCK4/RCCD;
the key name is 3SFH.A.key.min.center.conf.pdbqt (suppose that a centering and a conformational analysis have
been performed to obtain the random (modelled) conformation to dock);
the lock name is 3SFF.A.lock.min.pdbqt;
the reference key name is 3SFH.A.key.min.pdbqt;
the folder name is 3SFH.A_3SFF.A.
cd /CROSS-DOCKING/AUTODOCK4/RCCD
Clusterizer.1.1.AutoDock.sh 3SFH.A.key.min.center.conf 3SFF.A.lock.min 3SFH.A.key.min
3SFH.A_3SFF.A h
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3.3 Interpreting the Clusterizer Results
A comparison with the sample data is suggested for a direct visualization.
After it has compiled all the data from the docking runs, Clusterizer will create a subdirectory
according to the chosen RMSD metric, titled:

CLUSTER.ANALYSIS_HA_RMSD<RMSDmetric> in which the following files are saved:

RMSD_and_CLUSTER.ANALYSIS.log
relevant docked pose files
all docked poses
<key name>_<lock name>.<RMSD metric>.exe
babel.MOL2.conversion.log

 Reports the cluster analysis results.
 Best docked, best cluster and best fit
docked poses.
 All the docked poses.
 Executable file that performs the
RMSD calculation
 A log file reporting the babel format
conversion (when necessary).9

Navigate to the subdirectory created by Clusterizer and use a standard text editor to view the
RMSD_and_CLUSTER.ANALYSIS.log results file. Four areas (A, B, C, D) characterize the
results file. A sample screenshot of the file is depicted in the next page.
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A
B
C

D

Figure 3. RMSD_and_CLUSTER.ANALYSIS.log layout file using the RMSDh metric from
Clusterizer/Surflex-DOCK 3MAX.A RCRD results. The output can be subdivided in 4 areas (A,
B, C, D) reporting different data.
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AREA A

Shows the full title of the selected RMSD metric—h, s, or m (in the specific example
HA_RMSDh has been used.
AREA B

Reports the best docked, best cluster, and best fit binding poses along with their HA_RMSDx
(HA_RMSDh in the example) value respect the main reference pose (i.e. experimental pose) and
the docking score/binding energy value:
the best docked is the binding pose with the best score (or lowest binding energy). The best
cluster is the baseline pose whose cluster contains the largest number of poses showing an
RMSD value ≤ 2Å. The “best fit” is the pose with the smallest RMSD value compared to the
reference pose. In the reported example, the best docked pose is also the best cluster pose.
AREA C

Reports the cluster analysis results with a bar plot, Where:
Cluster.Rank
Cluster.Size
Average.Cluster.Score
Highest.Cluster.Score
Best.Cluster.Run
Best.Cluster.File.Name







Sequential number of obtained clusters.
Number of poses comprised in the cluster.
Average energy scores in each cluster.
Best score value of each cluster.
Docked pose run number with the best score value of each
cluster.
 Docked pose filename showing the best score value of each
cluster.

Note: for some docking programs an higher ligand-protein affinity is represented by a more
negative score value (as the case of AutoDock4, AutoDock4(Zn) and AutoDock Vina which
report binding energy/affinity values, DOCK6, MpSDockZn and PLANTS which report different
type of score values); conversely, considering Surflex-DOCK an higher ligand-protein affinity is
represented by a more positive score value.
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AREA D

Reports all the information for each docked pose, Where:
Cluster.Rank
Cluster.Sub.Rank
Reference





Ligand
Run
Binding.Energy/Score





CLUSTER REFERENCE RMSD



MAIN REFERENCE RMSD



Cluster sequential number.
Docked pose rank in the comprising cluster.
Cluster reference pose: the docked pose showing
the best score value in the comprising cluster.
The docked pose.
Docked pose’s run number.
Docked pose’s score value given by the docking
program.
RMSDx values between the docked pose and the
cluster reference pose.
RMSDx values between the docked pose and the
main reference pose (experimental pose).

Note: CLUSTER REFERENCE RMSD and MAIN REFERENCE RMSD blocks report all the
different RMSDx values (using the s, h and m RMSD metrics): the cluster analysis and best
docked, best cluster and best fit poses extrapolation are performed considering the RMSD values
according to the RMSDx metric chosen by the user and specified in Area A.
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3.4 Application of DockAccessor
DockAccessor allows to evaluate the predictive capability of a docking protocol by measuring
the docking accuracy from the Clusterizer results:
1) navigate up to the DOCKING PROGRAM directory (in RE-DOCKING or CROSSDOCKING folders);
2) create a list file (i.e. cplx.list) of all the COMPLEX_NAME or KEYx_LOCKx;
3) run DockAccessor by typing the following template into the command line (options explained
below):
DockAccessor.sh <docking assessment method> <complex list file> <RMSD metric>
docking assessment method  ECRD, RCRD, ECCD or RCCD.
complex list file

 file listing all the complexes (COMPLEX NAME or
KEYx_LOCKx folders) previously evaluated with Clusterizer.

RMSD metric

 HA_RMSD metric previously used with Clusterizer:
Options
s
h
m

Standard heavy-atom RMSD.
Hungarian symmetry-corrected heavy-atom RMSD.
Minimum-distance heavy-atom RMSD.

EXAMPLE 6 (compare with sample data)
Analyze ECRD Clusterizer results from AutoDock4 of 3MAX chain A using HA_RMSDh when:
the DOCKING_PROGRAM path is /RE-DOCKING/AUTODOCK4;
the docking assessment method is ECRD;
only one complex (3MAX.A) has been evaluated with Clusterizer.

cd /CROSS-DOCKING/AUTODOCK4
create a file (i.e. cplx.list) listing all the folders (in this example only 3MAX.A) comprised in the ECRD dir

DockAccessor.sh ECRD cplx.list h
a results file named ECRD.DOCKING.ACCURACY.HA_RMSDh.log will be released
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3.5 Interpreting the DockAccessor Results
After DockAccessor has finished running, the current directory will contain a file named
similarly to the following:
<docking assessment method>.DOCKING.ACCURACY.<RMSD metric>.log.
Three areas (A, B, C) characterize the results file as depicted below.

A
B

C

Figure 4. Example of DockAccessor results file using the RMSDh metric from
Clusterizer/Surflex-DOCK results. 13 complexes were evaluate during a cross-docking analysis,
and thus specified in the cplx.list file.
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AREA A

Shows the full title of the selected RMSD metric—h, s, or m (in the specific example
HA_RMSDh has been used.
AREA B

Reports the docking accuracies, according to the formulas below reported, for the best docked,
best cluster, and best fit poses using all the complexes specified in the complex list file.
AREA C

Reports the best docked, best cluster, and best fit data for all complexes in the list file; this
includes the selected RMSD metric data as well as the scores for the docked poses listed in the
KEY.NAME column.
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4. Application on Novel/Untested Compounds
If a docking protocol (using a docking program from those in Table 2) has been selected to dock
novel/untested compounds in a certain target protein (e.g. during a virtual screening application),
Clusterizer can be employed to extrapolate BD and BC poses from docking calculations
following the same guidelines as those specified for the docking assessment analysis, but
specifying as reference pose the file used as input key conformation. Thus, since the absence of
any experimental structure of the candidate compound, the BF pose can’t be obtained (as usual in
these cases), thus only the BD and BC poses may be considered.
Note: It is strongly recommended to refer also to the provided tutorial and sample data.

5. Citation
If you used Clusterizer-DockAccessor in your work, please cite:
Ballante, F.; Marshall, G. R., An Automated Strategy for Binding-Pose Selection and Docking
Assessment in Structure-Based Drug Design. Journal of chemical information and modeling
2016, 56, 54-72.

6. License
Clusterizer and DockAccessor are free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under
the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation,
either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This program is distributed
in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied
warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU
General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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